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Dear AIIA family, friends, and readers —

Some time ago I was contacted by a self-proclaimed atheist who told me that 
he just might decide to believe in God if God would declare His existence by 
leaving him a personal post-it note on his pillow some night. I told him that 
God had already done far better than that by providing a 66-book revelation 
known as the Bible. I said, “If you won’t accept the Bible, I suspect that you’d 
find ways to dismiss as fake any post-it notes that God might ever leave you.”

Then I added [content here is edited for clarity], “By the way, did you know 
that without universal knowledge atheism is logically untenable? How can you 
prove a negative, i.e. God’s non-existence, without knowing everything about 
everything in the universe? Perhaps God is headquartered on the far side of 
Alpha Centauri.”  Well, that must have been a new angle for him because 
he replied, “You’re right. I’m technically only 99% atheist.” So I asked him 
whether he was an open-minded agnostic or a close-minded agnostic.

The problem with worldview agnosticism is that it facilitates non-choice, and 
non-choice eventually becomes a choice of its own. Agnosticism defaults to 
unbelief. Some have called agnostics “wimpy atheists” or “weak-willed fence-
sitters.” The term a-gnostic literally means “without knowledge” and while on 
occasion, at least initially, there may be some justification for being cautious 
and trying to remain objective, there comes a time to weigh in. The stakes are 
just too high. To not believe in Christ is to reject Him (Matthew 12:30). 

A number of you reading this paper are skeptics or agnostics. 
If you’re an open-minded agnostic let me challenge you to: 
a) visit our Study Center in 2019 and view the host of solidly
evidence-based resources in our library; b) read two archived 
thoughtletters on our website: “Why Whatever Won’t Work” 
and “Five Problems with Agnosticism,” and c) purchase and 
read I Don’t Have Enough Faith to Be An Atheist, © 2004 
Crossway, by Dr. Norman Geisler (linked on our web store).

CHECK OUT AIIA’S FULL-PAGE FULL-COLOR AD in the March-April 2019 
issue of YANKEE magazine (print edition). Scannable QR code included.

 QUESTION OF THE MONTH.   If it’s true that everything that exists in the 
cosmos/universe/multiverse needs a cause, then who or what caused God?
We encourage you to write out your own best answer to this question 
before flipping this paper over and reading our response.
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TRANSCENDENTAL DECEPTION
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A MOST INTRIGUING ARTICLE entitled Deception in Transcendental Meditation (TM) has recently been 
published by Aryeh Siegel, a former TM teacher himself. In this article as well as in a related book which he 
authored in 2018, Siegel challenges TM’s “bogus science, hidden agendas, [and the] campaign to push a 
million public school kids into TM while falsely claiming it is not a religion.” The really interesting thing here 
is that this article was not written or published from a religious perspective at all. It appears in an educational 
publication, ICSA Today, Volume 2 No. 3 2018, produced by the International Cultic Studies Association.

FEATURED AT FAITH MATTERS ON MARCH 2, weather permitting: D. Witmer will be lecturing on the Divinity 
and Reliability of the Bible. And on APRIL 6, just in time for Easter (on April 21), the critical review of a DVD 
entitled The Case for Christ’s Resurrection. AIIA’s complete 2019 schedule is now posted on AIIA’s website at 
AIIAInstitute.org — including details, dates, times, and topics of all projected Faith Matters events.

AIIA MINISTRY ASSOCIATE BOB VALIANT, Director of Evidence for Hope (EvidenceForHope.com) recently 
produced a critique of the macro-evolutionary assumptions built into Miller & Levine’s Biology — the Prentice-
Hall (© 2008) textbook that’s been used for years in high school science classrooms across America. Regardless 
of your views on evolution, you should note this piece, now posted on our website under News/Announcements.

 QUESTION OF THE MONTH   If everything that exists in the cosmos/universe/multiverse needs a cause, 
then who or what caused God? | ANSWER: False premise here. Not every thing or being that exists needs a 
cause. All finite things and beings need a cause, but the God of the Bible and of the Christian faith is infinite 
and by definition self-existent, not dependent. God is the first cause. It is logically impossible to go beyond 
a first cause — making God unique as the only uncaused cause of every other being or thing that exists.

WITMER FAMILY REPORT |  An album and diary of one family’s effort to anchor the business of life in the bedrock of truth.
One morning earlier this Winter Mary and I left for the Study Center in separate vehicles so that she could return 
home after picking up the mail. Just after leaving our driveway we encountered severe ice conditions on Homer 
Hill Road. Even with four studded tires and at a complete standstill the van began sliding sideways. We were both 
finally able to stop but it was too risky to walk or drive my wheelchair. Our neighbor called and I used Onstar to 
request assistance. But the sand truck took nearly three hours to arrive! As I sat alone in the van for those l-o-n-g 
hours I thought to myself, “What are we doing here in this cold harsh climate, with my physical limitations, where 
help is not always very accessible?”  Yet for now it seems that this is exactly where God has us, is using us, and 
where we very much love living — even in Winter when the pace affords more opportunities to read and study.

You’ve heard of a nanosecond? I recently read about what’s now been termed a honkosecond — the smallest 
unit of all time measurements — marking the lapse between the moment a traffic signal turns green and the 
moment the driver of the car behind you honks his horn. Here in Monson we don’t deal with honkoseconds 
because our nearest (red) traffic light is 20 miles away! Perhaps you’ll find an occasion to visit Monson and 
take a tour of the Study Center this year, pictured here by the shores of Lake Hebron just as Winter is setting in, 
in this stunningly serene photo-by-drone taken by our neighbor, Issac Crabtree (www.northwoodsaerial.com).
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